
BY CHUCK CLAY 

MORE and more shops are deciding, for whatever
reason, to migrate from Computer Associates’

Top Secret to IBM’s RACF. However, there are numerous
technical differences between these two products. This article
will attempt to shed some light on what it takes to accomplish
such a migration.

This article is not meant to be a complete overview of how
to migrate from Top Secret to RACF. Rather, this article will
explain my experiences and some of the things I had to take
into consideration when doing such a migration. This article
will touch on some of the major points when doing a
migration and will present ideas on how to handle some of
the differences in the way that Top Secret and RACF handle
security. This article approaches this subject from a technical
viewpoint, rather than a cost or political one.

This article assumes that you are familiar with OS/390
concepts and terminology. It also assumes that you have a
background in using a mainframe-based security package
and/or have researched how the packages work.

Most of the ideas and concepts in this article were obtained
from experience and from several sources, including the IBM
Redbook titled CA-Top Secret to OS/390 Security Server
Migration Guide (IBM Form Number SG24-5677-00) and
the IBM Security Server for OS/390 (RACF) and CA-Top
Secret manuals.

MIGRATION PROCESS

I used the following process to migrate from Top Secret to RACF:

1. Dump the Top Secret database using the TSSCFILE utility.
2. Review the data from TSSCFILE to determine how Top

Secret is configured and how resources were defined.
3. Write programs to convert the output data into

commands to build the equivalent security entries in

RACF. These commands were then placed into separate
sequential datasets.

4. Review the TSSPARMx member to determine what
equivalent RACF options need to be set.

5. Review IBM and non-IBM software to see if there are
changes needed for Top Secret.

6. Define the system entries to activate RACF.
7. Disable Top Secret.
8. IPL the system.
9. Log on to the system as IBMUSER and run the RACF

commands created by the conversion programs via
batch TSO jobs.

10. Perform testing and resolve any problems.

DUMPING THE TOP SECRET DATABASE

You can use the TSSCFILE utility to dump the Top Secret
database into a sequential file. This file is in a specific format
that is documented in the CA-Top Secret Report and Tracking
Guide. You should dump all of the ACIDs plus the ALL and
STC records. An example of the JCL and parameters to do
this is available for download from the NaSPA Web site at
www.naspa.com. To access file CLAY0402.DOC, click on
“Technical Support” and “Coding Examples from Articles.”

If you want to keep the same passwords for your users, you
need to turn on the PWVIEW option in Top Secret and run
the TSSCFILE job under the master security ID. If not, then
you should remove the PASSWORD option in the LIST com-
mands given in the JCL and parameters example.

REVIEW OF TSSCFILE DATA

During my review of the output from the TSSCFILE utility,
I examined how the users were structured and how the
resources were defined. I used this information (and the CA-Top
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Secret to OS/390 Security Server Migration Guide) to determine how
I could convert the data to RACF commands and design several pro-
grams to build the commands using the TSSCFILE data as input.

CONVERSION PROGRAMS

The conversion programs were written in COBOL; you could use
REXX or any other suitable language to write these programs. The
input file is from the output of the TSSCFILE utility. The CA-Top
Secret Report and Tracking Guide documents the format of the file.

I included in my program (actually borrowed from old Top Secret
reporting programs written years earlier) a record layout. An example
of this is available for download in file CLAY0402.DOC.

Next, I created data structures that contain the different layouts
for each record type, which redefine TR-VARIABLES. For the
output RACF commands I created record layouts. Examples of
both are provided in CLAY0402.DOC. I used these layouts to
format the RACF commands that were written to sequential files.
I ended up with the following four different output files from my
first program:

● GRP — Groups: LRECL= 300, RECFM=FB; RACF
commands to add groups

● USR — Users: LRECL= 300, RECFM=FB; RACF commands
to add users, connect to groups, etc.

● RES — Resources: LRECL= 300, RECFM=FB; RACF
commands to define resources, give permissions, etc.

● DATA — preliminary data file: LRECL= 100, RECFM=FB;
contains dataset name, userid and access level, sorted by
dataset name. This becomes input for another program.

RESOURCE DIFFERENCES

Between Top Secret and RACF, there are many differences in the
way resources are secured. Top Secret secures the resources by per-
mitting a resource owned by an ACID (zone, division, department,
profile or user) access to the resource (usually a user or profile).
The access permission information is stored with the ACID that
was given the permission. To check if access is allowed, Top Secret
will examine the permission information stored as part of the ACID
as well as any profiles that are attached to the ACID.

RACF does almost the opposite: It secures the resources by cre-
ating a profile for an instance of a resource, and it then keeps the
information on who has access in an access list stored as part of the
profile. If you come from a Top Secret background, this difference
is important to understand because it will help you when defining
resources to RACF.

The classes used by Top Secret to secure resources have their
RACF equivalents. A few are noted in the table in Figure 1. Most
of the resources migrate over one-to-one; others like FACILITY
need a little more work and research to secure them properly.

Figure 2 shows an example of how to define a transaction to
RACF and give group PROF1 READ access. Figure 3 shows an
example of how to do the equivalent of a PERMIT ACID() Top
Secret command in RACF using the SURROGAT class (to submit
a job under someone else’s userid).

The ALL record in Top Secret provides a mechanism to permit
access to resources to all users (if the OVERRIDE,ALLOVER

option is in effect). To allow access to a resource for all users in Top
Secret you can permit the ALL record access to the resource, which
will allow all users that particular level of access. In RACF, this is
accomplished at the profile for each resource via the UACC
attribute, rather than in one central place.

Access levels in Top Secret and RACF are somewhat different.
The chart in Figure 4 describes the equivalent access levels between
Top Secret and RACF. An example of how to give all users READ
access to a transaction is shown below:

RDEF TCICSTRN TRNA UACC(READ) OWNER(DEPTA)
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FIGURE 1: RACF EQUIVALENTS OF CLASSES USED BY TOP SECRET

RDEF TCICSTRN TRN1 UACC(NONE) OWNER(DEPTA)
PERMIT TRN1 CLASS(TCICSTRN) ID(PROF1) ACCESS(READ)

FIGURE 2: AN EXAMPLE OF HOW TO DEFINE A TRANSACTION
TO RACF AND GIVE GROUP PROF1 READ ACCESS 

RDEF SURROGAT USER2.SUBMIT UACC(NONE) OWNER(VUSERS)
PERMIT USER2.SUBMIT CLASS(SURROGAT) ID(USER1) ACCESS(READ)

FIGURE 3: AN EXAMPLE OF HOW TO DO THE EQUIVALENT
OF A PERMIT ACID() TOP SECRET COMMAND IN RACF USING
THE SURROGAT CLASS 

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  
  

  

FIGURE 4: EQUIVALENT ACCES LEVELS
BETWEEN TOP SECRET AND RACF 

  

  
  

  
  

  
  
  
  
  

  
  

FIGURE 5: MIGRATE ACIDS INTO RACF EQUIVALENT 
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CONVERTING TOP SECRET ACIDS
TO RACF

In Top Secret, the structure of the ACIDs
is somewhat hierarchical, with zones being
the top level and users at the bottom:

● zones — within each zone can be
multiple divisions

● within each division can be multiple
departments

● within each department can be multiple
users and profiles — Profiles are shared
ACIDs that contain permissions and
attributes that user ACIDs are
“connected,” giving that user the
permissions and attributes.

● users can be “connected” to multiple profiles
● the ALL record provides a way to grant

universal access to resources

Security administrators follow the same
basic hierarchical structure:

● ZCA: Zone Control ACID
● VCA: Divisional Control ACID
● DCA: Departmental Control ACID
● SCA: Central Security Control ACID
● LSCA: Limited Central Security

Control ACID
● MSCA: Master Security Control ACID

If you have the OVERRIDE,ALLOVER
option set in Top Secret, you can migrate the
ACIDS into RACF equivalents using the
information in the chart shown in Figure 5
(from the CA-Top Secret to OS/390 Security
Server Migration Guide). This will give the
same basic hierarchical structure to the RACF
database where users will be grouped into
their respective sections. With the RACF
GRPLIST option activated, this structure will
allow RACF to behave in the same manner as
Top Secret. For example, you can use the
groups that were created as equivalents to pro-
files in Top Secret to group together common
permissions for resources. This will also allow
you to create security administrators who have
authority over their respective sections.

Figure 6 shows some sample commands
to create groups and users in RACF based
on migrating from a typical Top Secret
ACID configuration.

STARTED TASK DEFINITIONS

Under Top Secret, there is a started task
record (STC) that is used to map started task

procedure names to user ACIDs. This pro-
vides the started task with the proper securi-
ty levels to access the resources that it needs.
In RACF, there are two ways to define under
which userid a started task will run:

● The started task table: This is an
assembled table with entries defining
the mapping between a started task and
the userid that it will run under.

● The STARTED resource class: This is
a resource class that is defined to set up
the mapping between a started task and
the userid that it will run under.

Some examples of how to define STARTED
resources are shown in Figure 7. The
TRUSTED(YES) parameter is equivalent to
using the bypass options in Top Secret
(NODSNCHK, NORESCHK, etc.).

DATASET RESOURCE DEFINITIONS

The dataset definitions proved to be a
challenge due to the following: In Top Secret,
most resource classes are generic by default.
There is no need to use an “*” or other charac-
ter at the end of the resource name to signify
that it is generic. For instance, if you defined a
dataset to Top Secret as “PAY” this will secure
all datasets starting with “PAY” (i.e., “PAY-
ROLL.FILE” or “PAY.OUT.FILE”). However,
RACF does not handle generics the same way.
The rules in RACF are that you should use a
single asterisk (“*”) to generically cover up to
the next qualifier and two asterisks (“**”) to
generically cover one or more additional
qualifiers. Figure 8 shows some examples.

Another rule in RACF is that you cannot
have a generic specified in the first qualifier.
Since this is allowed in Top Secret, you will
need to examine your current dataset defin-
itions to see if you are using any generics in
the first qualifier and then figure out how
you are going to handle them in RACF.

Figure 9 shows an example of a typical
generic resource issue that you may encounter
during your migration. I will show you how to
handle the problems caused by the differences
between how Top Secret and RACF handle
dataset security definitions. Suppose that
under Top Secret you have the datasets shown
in Figure 9 defined. Under Top Secret, these
definitions imply the following:

● USERA has “ALL” access to all
datasets that begin with PAY (including
the datasets that being with
PAY.MONTH, PAY.MONTHEND,
and PAYROLL.DAILY)

● USERB has “READ” access to datasets
that begin with PAY.MONTH
(including the datasets that begin
with PAY.MONTHEND)

● USERC has “UPDATE” access to datasets
that begin with PAY.MONTHEND

● USERD has “UPDATE” access to datasets
that begin with PAYROLL.DAILY.

If you do a direct one-to-one migration of the
dataset security definitions in RACF, you would
see (assuming that you have the Enhanced
Generic Naming [EGN] option turned on) the
security levels shown in Figure 10.

In RACF these definitions would give
USERA “ALTER” access to all datasets that
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AG (ZONE1) DATA(‘ZONE 1) OWNER(SYS1) SUPGROUP(SYS1) <<- Zone
AG (VCICS) DATA(‘CICS DIVISION’) OWNER(ZONE1) SUPGROUP(ZONE1) <<- Division
AG (DEPTA ) DATA(‘DEPARTMENT A’) OWNER(VCICS) SUPGROUP(VCICS) <<- Department
AG (DEPTB ) DATA(‘DEPARTMENT A’) OWNER(VCICS) SUPGROUP(VCICS) <<- Department
AG (PROF1) DATA(‘PROFILE 1’) OWNER(DEPTA) SUPGROUP(DEPTA) <<- Profile

AU USER1 NAME(‘USER NAME’) DFLTGRP(DEPTA) OWNER(DEPTA) <<- User

CO USER1 GROUP(PROF1) OWNER(PROF1) <<- Connect to profile group

FIGURE 6: SAMPLE COMMANDS TO CREATE GROUPS AND USERS IN RACF 

RDEF STARTED TCPIP.*   STDATA(USER(TCPIP) TRUSTED(YES))
RDEF STARTED CICSRG1.*   STDATA(USER(CICSPRD) TRUSTED(YES))

FIGURE 7: EXAMPLES OF HOW TO DEFINE STARTED RESOURCES 

SYS1.** <— includes any dataset beginning with SYS1.
SYS1.USER*.** <— includes datasets beginning with SYS1.USER, including 

SYS1.USER.A, SYS1.USERB, and SYS1.USER.TEST.C

FIGURE 8: EXAMPLES OF RACF RULES 
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begin with “PAY.”; however, since there is a more specific defini-
tion for PAY.MONTH and PAY.MONTHEND, USERA will fail
when trying to access datasets that begin with PAY.MONTH and
PAY.MONTHEND. In addition, USERA will not have access to
datasets that begin with PAYROLL.DAILY because you cannot
define a generic for a dataset high level qualifier. There are similar
problems with USERB accessing datasets that begin with
PAY.MONTHEND. In order to allow the same dataset accessibility
as in Top Secret, you will need to permit access to the more specif-
ic definitions to any users that have less specific definitions. For
instance, to give the users the proper access levels you will need to
set up the definitions shown in Figure 11.

Therefore, to produce the proper RACF commands I wrote
another program that takes the Top Secret dataset file from my first
conversion program and does the following:

● checks for acceptable HLQ formats (no generics in HLQ, etc.)
and adds periods and asterisks in the format accepted by RACF

● creates RACF commands to ADDGROUP definitions and
ADDSD definitions

● uses the dataset files from my first
program to compare each entry in the file against all other
entries — This information was used to create RACF commands
to permit access to userids that need it based on treating all
dataset resources as generic.

Figure 12 shows some examples of defining and creating access
permissions.

REVIEW OF TOP SECRET OPTIONS

If you want your security system to function under RACF the
same as it did under Top Secret, you should review the TSSPARMx
member to determine what RACF options should be set to make
this happen. For instance, the password expiration interval in Top
Secret is specified using the PWEXP(nn) parameter, and the equiv-
alent RACF option is PASSWORD(INTERVAL(nn)).

REVIEW IBM AND
NON-IBM SOFTWARE

It is a good idea to review your IBM and non-IBM software to
see if you need to define any resources to RACF that were not in
Top Secret. In addition, you may need to add new classes to the
Class Descriptor and Router tables for your non-IBM products.

ACTIVATE RACF

You need to define several RACF tables, such as the Class
Descriptor Table, Router Table, Dataset Name Table, and Started Task
Table. These are fully explained in the RACF documentation.
Examples of these tables are also available in file CLAY0402.DOC.

RACF DATABASES

You need to define datasets to hold the RACF definitions. You
probably should create a primary and backup dataset. An example
job is shown in Figure 13.

RACF PROCLIB MEMBER

Extract and copy the RACF proclib member to a system pro-
clib from SYS1.SAMPLIB(RACPROC).

ACTIVATE DYNAMIC PARSE

You can use dynamic parse to manipulate non-base segment infor-
mation with the RACF commands. It should be activated by doing
the following: Add the code in Figure 14 to an existing IRROPTxx
member in PARMLIB, or create a member if one does not exist.

● make sure that IRRDPI00 is in the TSO/E APF authorized
command table

● add member IRROPTxx to SYS1.PARMLIB.
● add RACFPARM DD to SYS1.PROCLIB(RACF) using

the following:

//RACFPARM DD DSN=SYS1.PARMLIB,DISP=SHR
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FIGURE 9: DATASETS DEFINED UNDER TOP SECRET 

   

   

   

   

   

FIGURE 10: RESULTS OF A ONE-TO-ONE MIGRATION 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

FIGURE 11: DEFINITIONS FOR PROPER ACCESS LEVELS 

ADDSD ‘SYS2.**’ OWNER(DIV1) GENERIC
PERMIT ‘SYS2.**’ ID(USERA) ACCESS(READ)
ADDSD ‘SYS2.LOCAL*.**’ OWNER(DIV2) GENERIC
PERMIT ‘SYS2.LOCAL*.**’ ID(USERC) ACCESS(ALTER)
PERMIT ‘SYS2.LOCAL*.**’ ID(USERA) ACCESS(READ)

<— Added to give USERA permission
to datasets
beginning with ‘SYS2.LOCAL’

FIGURE 12: AN EXAMPLE OF DEFINING AND
CREATING ACCESS PERMISSIONS 
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Figure 15 shows a list of what changes you
need to make to SYS1.PARMLIB to install
RACF.

REMOVE TOP SECRET

Hopefully, Top Secret was installed
using its own set of load libraries. This
will make it easier to remove. Otherwise,
you may have to remove the individual
modules for Top Secret, especially the
SAF modules (in LPA). You can do this
using the following steps:

1. Check for left over Top Secret SAF
modules in CAILPA (they begin with
ICHSEC; this really burned me
once!).

2. Remove Top Secret entries from rele-
vant SYS1. PARMLIB members:

• LPALSTxx - remove the Top Secret
LPA library

• Link list and APF list entries in
PROGxx: remove the
load libraries

• COMMNDxx: if TSS started task is
started here; otherwise, find out
where it is started and remove it

3. If you are running CA-ENF, you may
want to create a new ENF database
without Top Secret support.

IPL

At this point, you are ready to IPL to acti-
vate the changes made to the system for
RACF and to remove Top Secret. Log on as
IBMUSER and run RACF command jobs. I
logged on as IBMUSER because that is the
default userid that is installed with RACF. It
has SPECIAL authority, so you should
change the password from the default
(which is SYS1). Next, I ran the jobs to exe-
cute the RACF commands generated by the
programs I ran earlier.

TESTING AND PROBLEM
RESOLUTION

It is important to test all aspects of secu-
rity during this time. (My experience has
been that there is not much time at this point
for extensive testing.) It is a good idea to
check your started tasks, CICS regions,
DB2, etc., as well as have users and opera-
tors available to test their normal work.

Problems that occur at this point may be
due to something being missing in the con-
version of the Top Secret data to RACF
commands, or because of the differences in
the way Top Secret and RACF work. It is a
good idea to have documentation handy
during the initial testing phase.

REPORTING

Top Secret provides many reporting func-
tions, including providing security database
reports along with changes, violations and
other audit reporting. In Top Secret, you can
use SMF or the AUDIT files to obtain your
data for your audit reports. To produce sim-
ilar reports in RACF, you will need to run
reporting programs against your SMF data
and RACF databases. These reporting tools
are described in the RACF Security
Administrator’s Guide.

SUMMARY

Migrating from Top Secret to RACF is a
doable task. However, you must first have
an understanding of the differences between
the two products and what you can do to
make the migration work. For the most part,
RACF will provide you with equivalent
functionality; however, there will be times
when you may have to change how you
secure things and/or live with the differ-
ences. The most important factor is to do a
complete inventory of your current security
configuration; the more you understand
what you have now, the better you will be
able to make it work under RACF.

BIBLIOGRAPHY/LINKS

CA-Top Secret to OS/390 Security Server
Migration Guide (IBM Form Number
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//INITALZE EXEC PGM=IRRMIN00,PARM=NEW                           
//STEPLIB DD DSN=SYS1.LINKLIB,DISP=SHR                        
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                                         
//SYSTEMP DD DSN=SYS1.MODGEN(IRRTEMP1),  
//          DISP=SHR                    
//SYSRACF DD DSN=SYS1.RACF.PRIMARY,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),  
//          UNIT=SYSDA,VOL=SER=OSCR02,                           
//           SPACE=(CYL,(10),,CONTIG),                            
//          DCB=DSORG=PSU                                        
//******************************************************************
//INITALZE EXEC PGM=IRRMIN00,PARM=NEW                               
//STEPLIB DD DSN=SYS1.LINKLIB,DISP=SHR                            
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                                             
//SYSTEMP DD DSN=SYS1.MODGEN(IRRTEMP1),  
//           DISP=SHR                    
//SYSRACF DD DSN=SYS1.RACF.BACKUP,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),
//            UNIT=SYSDA,VOL=SER=OSCR02,                        
//           SPACE=(CYL,(10),,CONTIG),                         
//            DCB=DSORG=PSU

FIGURE 13: A PRIMARY AND BACKUP DATASET 

ALLOCATE FILE(SYSUT1) DATASET(‘SYS1.SAMPLIB(IRRDPSDS)’) SHR
IRRDPI00 UPDATE
FREE  FILE(SYSUT1)

FIGURE 14: IRROPTXX MEMBER EXAMPLE 

IFAPRDxx - Enable RACF (Security Server)
IEFSSNxx - Add the following:

SUBSYS SUBNAME(RACF)
INITRTN(IRRSSI00)
INITPARM(‘%,X’)

COFVLF00 - Add (from RACPARM of SYS1.SAMPLIB)
:
CLASS NAME(IRRGTS) EMAJ(GTS)

CLASS NAME(IRRGMAP) EMAJ(GMAP)
CLASS NAME(IRRSMAP) EMAJ(SMAP)
CLASS NAME(IRRUMAP) EMAJ(UMAP)

CLASS NAME(IRRACEE) EMAJ(ACEE)

IKJTSO00 - All pertinent entries should be added from SYS1.SAMPLIB(RACPARM)

FIGURE 15: SYS1.PARMLIB CHANGES FOR RACF 
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SG24-5677-00); can be found at www.red-
books.ibm.com/. IBM manuals can be
found at www-1.ibm.com/servers/eserver/
zseries/library/.  
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